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Audience
This manual is intended for use by professional design, installation, and maintenance personnel.
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Introduction
This design guide details recommendations for designing three-phase commercial PV systems,
typically over 15kWp, in Australia and New Zealand. It also lists best practices and requirements to
help minimise installation costs, maximise system performance, and ensure reliable power line
communications for remote monitoring.
This guide describes designing with Enphase IQ7, IQ7+ and IQ7X microinverters, associated
components, and references relevant Enphase documentation and provides links to these documents
and other tools.
This design guide also references full export and export limiting design outcomes for the IQ system
components.
You can find product information and data sheets http://www.enphase.com/support.
Australian and New Zealand Standards are referenced throughout this Design Guide where
applicable.

1. Design Support
Design Services
The Enphase Commercial Design and Customer Support teams are available to support commercial
projects throughout the design, commissioning, and activation processes that include design review,
on- and off-site training events, and assistance through our technical help line.
When reviewing your proposed design, Enphase provides guidance on design fundamentals,
including:
•
•
•
•

Product selection
Array design
Power line communications design
AC circuit design

Training
Enphase offers free webinars for commercial-scale PV projects as well as all supported product. You
can register for these webinars on the Enphase Training page:
https://enphase.com/en-au/support/training
Training events are also available on request at:
https://go.enphase.com/au/resources/installer-training

Technical Helpdesk
For commercial inquiries, contact technical helpdesk who will assist or refer you to one of our local
Field Application Engineers.
Phone:
•
•

Australia: 1800 006 374
New Zealand: 098 870 421

Email:
support_au@enphaseenergy.com
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Design Tools
A range of design tools are available to simplify your Enphase Commercial design project.

Solar Design Software
Enphase is compatible with the following design tools, which may assist your design:

HelioScope
A solar PV system design tool that integrates array layout, shading analysis, simulation, and CAD in
one package: http://folsomlabs.com/. (Diagrams used throughout this Commercial Design Guide use
Folsom tools.)

Nearmap
A solar PV system high-resolution aerial imagery tool:
https://www.nearmap.com/au/en/products/nearmap-on-opensolar

PVsyst
A solar PV system software package for the study, sizing, simulation and data analysis of complete
PV systems: pvsyst.com

Enphase Design Tools
The following calculators enable correct component and cabling section for an Enphase installation:

Bill of Materials Calculator
The bill of materials calculator creates a list of the required components for your system design.
Bill of Materials Calculator

Voltage Rise Calculator
The voltage rise calculator uses Australian and NZ standards for circuit-by-circuit voltage rise
calculation throughout the design.
Voltage Rise Calculator
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2. Array Design
Array design is the physical layout of solar modules and associated electrical cabling.
Array design with Enphase allows for flexibility. Because every Enphase Microinverter connected to a
solar module forms an array, you can consider any array configuration, module orientation, azimuth
and tilt angle.
The following sections recommend designing the project first for mechanical design and then
electrical layout.

Information Required for Array Design
•
•
•
•

Solar module specifications, confirm using the Enphase Module Compatibility Calculator
Available installation area of the proposed location (including shading, pitch, orientation, roof
material/type, and access)
Total number of modules/microinverters to be installed
Site electrical configuration and layout

Site Example

Glenlyn Aged Care Facility
100 kWp site, using multiple roof orientations

Array Design: Mechanical
Mechanical design is the physical location, orientation, pitch, azimuth of the solar modules and
microinverters installed across a site.
Every Enphase system installation is modular and can be scaled to suit an installation site. Consider
each module separately to optimise your mechanical design.
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Information Required for Mechanical Design
•
•
•
•
•

Structural mounting integrity
Site shade paths
Keep-out areas (zones where solar must not be installed, e.g., over skylights)
Setbacks (e.g., clearances to roof edges)
Site access (access to arrays for maintenance, etc.)

Mechanical Design Options and Considerations

8

•

The number of solar microinverters is determined by the size of project, available installation
area, and locations of arrays.

•

Ensure the selected PV module junction box(es) and flying leads are compatible for the
chosen mounting position of the microinverter.

•

Locate mounting points for each microinverter within one meter of the solar module junction
box to which it is connected.

•

Position the microinverters to avoid direct sunlight, for instance, beneath the solar modules

•

Ensure Microinverters are oriented in the correct direction with the correct side facing the
solar PV module.

•

Maintain correct clearances directly above and below the microinverters. Refer to relevant
microinverter installation guide.

•

When designing microinverter mounting, consider earthing options. Refer to Technical Brief.

•

Consider attachment options for mounting microinverters to solar module framing systems.
Solar framing suppliers often have microinverter mounts available.

•

Consider using Enphase Microinverter Frame Mounts to support frameless mounting
solutions. Refer to Frame Mount information.
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Design Example
Layout 1: Non-optimised layout for site
Non-optimised layout:
•
•
•
•

No spacing between
modules
No minimum roof edge setbacks
No allowance for shading
path
Poor site access for
maintenance

Layout 2: Optimised layout for site design
Optimised layout:
•
•
•
•

9
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Site access zones
Setbacks from roof edges
Shading zones
Keep out zones for adjacent
obstacles
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Array Layout Design: Electrical
Electrical Array Design is the specification of the cabling system connecting the microinverters
together and connecting back to the PV Load Centre(s). Designing array cabling successfully can
simplify a design, increase performance, and reduce costs. Note the following when working your
design:
•

Design only for 230/400V AC cabling. DC design is not required for a commercial Enphase
installation.

•

PV load centre(s) sub-boards are required on multiphase installations. These are used as a
marshalling point for the cabling of the microinverter circuits/branches, Envoy- S Metered,
Solar Production CTs, Consumption CT connections (where applicable), Q-Relay(s), and Line
Filter.

•

Export Limiting requirements may require specific design. Also Refer to Power Export
Limiting for more information.

Information Required
•

PV module specifications

•

Mechanical layout of the solar arrays

•

Electrical switchboard layout at the site

•

Export Limit Requirements for site

Electrical Array Design Options and Considerations
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•

The number of Enphase Microinverters allowed per branch is determined by the conductor
size of the Q Cable. The IQ7, IQ7+, and IQ7X Microinverters have different branch limits due
to their output current. Refer to data sheets.

•

As a best practice, minimise sub branch lengths to minimise losses in the Q Cable.

•

You must use three-phase Q Cable for a three-phase site. Three-phase Q cabling reduces
losses and balances the number of microinverters per phase.

•

Check earthing requirements for Enphase Microinverters. Refer to Technical Brief.

•

Locate solar array AC isolating devices as close to the PV load centre as possible to reduce
voltage rise calculations. Refer to PV Load Centre.

•

Locate PV load centres as close to the array as possible to increase power line
communication levels.

•

Ensure that cable sizing voltage drop/rise requirements meet Australian and New Zealand
standards.

•

Locate the Envoy-S Metered for optimal power line communications performance. Install into
the PV load centre.

•

Limit the total wiring length to 50m between the furthest connected microinverter and the PV
load centre.

•

Consider the appropriate location(s) of line filters.
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NOTE: Colour-Coding of Three-Phase Q Cable Terminations
Interconnections from the Q Cable to other cable types are necessary to complete AC connections to
a switchboard. As the Q Cable comes standard with a European colour code, it can conflict with some
commonly available cable colour codes.
Take care to understand the Q Cable colour codes before applying power to equipment. Incorrect
terminations of the cable can present phase-to-phase voltage, rather than phase-to-line voltages.
Phase-to-phase voltages can be in excess of 400V and cause irreversible damage to the connected
microinverters, a situation not covered by warranty.
The three-phase Q Cable uses a standard European colour code that is compliant across Australia
and NZ and referenced in AS/NZ wiring rules (AS/NZ3000-2007 Fig 3.2).
Single-phase service
L1 to
207 to 253 Vac
N
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Three-phase service
L1 to L2 to L3
360 to 440 Vac
L1, L2, L3 to neutral 207 to 253 Vac

Single-phase service
Brown – L1
Blue – Neutral
Green/yellow - Ground
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Three-phase service
Brown – L1
Black – L2
Grey – L3
Blue – Neutral
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Design Example 1: Full Export
Array layout indicating wiring location and connection locations of each PV array isolator and circuit.
•

•

•
•

•

•

Q cabling circuits
designed to
microinverter branch
limits.
Cabling from rooftop
array to location of PV
load centre is
minimised.
Array isolators combine
Q Cable branches for
each circuit.
Location of PV load
centre allows for
connection of all array
circuits.
Q Cable split into subbranches and each
branch is paralleled at
the AC isolator to
minimise voltage rise.
Total wiring length is
minimised for best
power line
communications
performance.

Design Example 2: Export Limited
Array layout indicating wiring location and connection locations of each PV array isolator and circuit.
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
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CT wiring from PV load
centre to Main
Switchboard.
Cabling from rooftop
array to location of PV
load centre is minimised.
Array isolators combine
Q Cable branches for
each circuit.
Q Cable split into subbranches and each
branch is paralleled at
the AC isolator to
minimise voltage rise.
Total wiring length is
minimised for best power
line communications
performance.
Location of PV load
centre enables Powerline
Export control by Envoy
S Metered to all array
circuits.
Line Filtering installed at
PV load centre.
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3. AC Circuit Design
AC circuit design is the specification of electrical cabling and its protection from the main switch of
the property to the PV load centre(s). This section covers the following topics to assist the system
designer to complete the AC circuit design for the site:
• Voltage rise calculations
• PV circuit design
• Multiple switchboards
• PV load centre design
• Location of PV load centre
• Voltage PV circuit design

Voltage Rise Calculations
The voltage rise (Vrise) calculator is a design tool to assist in the correct design and sizing when
selecting cabling wire sizes for a commercial site.
Use the Vrise Calculator to confirm your wire selection meets the Australian/New Zealand Standards
requirements for the installation.

PV Circuit Designs
Primary Grid Protection
All inverter circuits require primary protection. An Enphase Q Relay is the primary protection device
installed for each microinverter circuit. The normally open Q relay operates to AS/NZS 4777
requirements and automatically de-energises the microinverter circuit.
The multiphase Q relay is programmable for multiphase applications. It also incorporates a phase
coupler for powerline communications for microinverters in multiphase installations.

Multiple Switchboards
Using multiple switchboards and multiple envoys is conditional on the export requirements
for a site. When power export limiting or zero export is required, refer to Power Export
Limiting for information for configuration of an Envoy-S Metered for export control.
You can use multiple switchboards for interconnection of the solar AC cabling system on a site. This
allows for flexibility when running the solar AC cabling across a site. Connect the solar AC cabling to
multiple distribution boards. This eliminates the expense to connect solar AC cabling back to a central
distribution board and saves cabling and installation costs.

Considerations when Selecting Points of Connection for the Solar AC Cabling
•
•
•
•
•

Switchboard locations in relation to the solar PV arrays
Distance of the sub-board from the location of the solar PV arrays
Size of the incoming AC mains and sub-mains cabling to enable site Vrise calculations
(Use the Vrise Calculator to determine correct conductor sizing for the route length.)
Available poles/modules within the switchboard for connection of the solar PV AC circuit
protection and isolation switchgear
Adjacent space/location for any new sub-boards or any PV load centres

Design Examples
Consider the export requirements for site when evaluating a site for existing electrical layout:
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Design Example 1: Full Export Enabled
•
•
•
•
•

•

Evaluate switchboard locations
in relation to the solar PV
arrays.
In a full export environment,
Consumptions CTs are not a
system installation requirement.
Determine distance of the subboard from the location of the
solar PV arrays.
Size the incoming AC mains
and AC sub-mains cabling to
enable site Vrise calculations.
Check all available
poles/modules within the
switchboards for connection of
the solar PV AC circuit
protection and isolation
switchgear.
Look for a suitable adjacent
space or another location for
any new sub-boards, or any PV
load centres.

Design Example 2: Power Export Limiting Control Required
•

•
•
Dedicated
PV AC Submain

•
•
•

PV Load Centre

Export Limit requires one
Envoy-S Metered, therefore all
pv circuits must land at a
single dedicated PV load
centre.
Consumption CTs are
required.
Confirm the size of incoming
AC mains for consumption CT
Compatibility.
Determine distance of the PV
load centre from the location
of the solar PV arrays.
Size the incoming AC mains
and AC sub-mains cabling to
enable site Vrise calculations.
Check all available
poles/modules within the
Mainswitchboard for
connection of the solar PV
sub-main AC circuit protection
and isolation switchgear.

The PV load centre is the sub-board or distribution board dedicated to the solar microinverter
installation. A PV load centre enables dedicated isolation of the microinverter installation and provides
a simple installation platform for reliable Envoy-S Metered power line communications.
As the examples in this guide indicate, the PV load centre is installed considering both cable route
and distance to the microinverters. You can install the PV load centre internally or externally
depending on the electrical layout across the site.

Enphase Distributors may also supply pre-built sub-boards for the project. Contact
your local Enphase supplier for more information.
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Principal Components
Main switch

Australian/New Zealand Standards Requirement

Solar AC circuit protection

Australian/New Zealand Standards Requirement
Note: The number of circuits is dependent on the number of microinverters
installed. Refer to the relevant Enphase Microinverter installation manual or
data sheet for the maximum number of microinverters per three-phase circuit.

Q Relay

Australian/New Zealand Standards Requirement
Installation configuration may vary according to scale of installation, capacity of
PV installation, and physical space.
Refer to IQ Single Line Drawing Examples.

Envoy-S Metered

Envoy-S Metered may be fitted onto available din rail into the PV load centre.

Dedicated Envoy-S Metered
circuit

Requirement for Enphase installation best practise.

Current transformers

CTs are required for solar production circuits. Normally located in the PV load
centre.
CTs for consumption monitoring are optional with full export.
Export limitation requires installation of production and consumption CTs.

Surge protection device

Recommendation for Enphase Microinverter installations.

Switchboard enclosure

The mounting location of the principal components of the PV load centre. The
switchboard enclosure may be indoor or outdoor rated, depending on the
installation location of the PV load centre onsite.

Example Configuration
The illustration shows a PV load centre with line filtering following Enphase best practise.
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Location of PV Load Centres (Sub-Boards)
A PV load centre sub-board is described here.
Install a PV load centre (dedicated sub-board) between the solar PV array and the existing distribution
boards on site. The PV load centre location can be anywhere across the site; however, the preferred
location should consider:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Distance from the switchboard to which the PV load centre is connected (Note Vrise and PLC
considerations in the following sections.)
Distance from arrays to location of the solar supply main switch.
Conductor sizing of the installed cabling system between the PV array isolator(s) and the PV
load centre (sub-board).
Route length distance on the same circuit between the first microinverter and the Envoy-S
Metered:
− No more than 50 meters between furthest microinverter on the branch circuit and the
Envoy-S Metered
Special attention must be made to systems running Export Limitation and Zero Export. Refer
to Power Export Limiting.
Accessibility for installers and for servicing.
Available space for installation.

For recommended solutions, refer to the PV Load Centre (sub-board) layout example.

Design Example
•

•

•
with
Line Filter
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PV load centre
positioned on rooftop
to enable shortest
possible AC cabling
run to all
microinverter branch
circuits
AC power line
communication
benefits from
centralised position of
the PV load centre.
Line filter protects AC
power line from
electrical noise from
external AC loads.
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4. Power Line Communications Design
Installing the Envoy-S Metered in a commercial environment has the same considerations as any
domestic installation. However, there are some additional factors to consider when locating the
Envoy-S Metered for a large site.
It is essential to correctly locate and install the Envoy-S Metered Communications Gateway on the
commercial installation. For reliable data reporting, and power export limiting control, the power line
communications (PLC) from the Envoy-S Metered to the microinverters must have a robust signal.
Topics covered in this section are:
−
−
−
−
−

PLC fundamentals
Power Export Limiting
Multiple Envoys
Line filters
Networking

PLC Fundamentals
The Envoy-S Metered uses power line communications (PLC) to send and receive data between the
Envoy-S Metered and each microinverter. PLC uses the solar AC cabling system to broadcast the
signal over the AC sine wave.
For more information on PLC and Envoy-S Metered installation techniques Refer to the Envoy-S
Metered Communications Gateway Installation and Operation Manual.
Good communication between devices requires minimal signal interference on the cabling system.
Designs for reliable PLC should always include:
•
•
•
•

A three-phase coupler is incorporated into the Q Relay to couple the PLC communications
across all phases.
Maintain the shortest possible distance (cable route length) between the Envoy-S Metered
and the microinverters.
Avoid electrical noise from competing devices or loads by installing the Envoy-S Metered onto
a dedicated AC circuit.
Install the Envoy-S Metered directly adjacent to the PV array circuits.

Commercial site distribution boards often present multiple load connections. Large loads, such as
inductive loads cause increase electrical noise interference for PLC at a distribution board.
Methods to create optimal PLC on a commercial site are:
•
•
•
•

Always install a line filter to reduce or eliminate interference on the supply to the PV load
centre.
Always locate the Envoy-S Metered in a dedicated PV load centre. (Refer to PV Load Centre
design.)
Install a PV load centre in a position to ensure minimum distance between the Envoy-S
Metered and the microinverters.
Consider using a roof-mounted PV load centre to avoid the requirement of a rooftop isolator
as the PV load centre can act as the point of isolation on the roof (refer to AS/NZ5033).

Power Export Limiting
Enphase IQ Microinverters can be dynamically controlled for export limitation, and zero export
requirements. This control is managed between the Envoy-S Metered and each microinverter over the
AC power line.

Design Rule: Export limitation required: Export control for a site is managed by one Envoy-S Metered
for the entire installation.
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Design Considerations that Limit the Number of Installed Envoys
To enable Power Export Limiting the following conditions must be met:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Export control for a site is managed by one Envoy-S Metered, as Envoys do not interconnect
with other Envoys.
One Envoy-S Metered directly controls export for the associated array or site.
Production and Consumption CTs must be directly installed into the Envoy-S Metered to
enable export control.
CTs must be hard wired to the Envoy-S Metered.
Installation should comply with the requirements for installation locations of Enphase
components.
Install a line filter to reduce or eliminate interference on the supply to the PV load centre.

Export Limited Single Envoy-S Metered Design Example

•
•
•

•

•

•

One Envoy-S
Metered is
installed.
Dedicated PV load
centre installed
CTs installed to
measure solar
production and site
consumption.
All PV circuits and
microinverters are
export controlled
by the one EnvoyS Metered.
PV load centre
must be located
within 50 meters of
all array locations.
Line filtering
should be installed
to protect PLC.

Refer to the Design Checklist when designing systems with Export Limiting.
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Multiple Envoys for Full Export
Design Rule: No export limitation required: More than one Envoy-S Metered can be installed.
Multiple Envoys are often used where there are multiple array locations and multiple PV array subboards installed across into different locations on a site.
Enphase Microinverter System design can allow multiple Envoys to be installed at a single site. Data
from multiple Envoys can be aggregated as a single installation for system monitoring in Enlighten.
Using Multiple Envoys is conditional on the export requirements for a site. Refer to Power Export
Limiting for information for configuration of an Envoy-S Metered if export control is an installation
requirement.

When to use Multiple Envoys
•
•
•
•
•

When there is no export control requirement.
The installation exceeds 600 microinverters.
To create a single system across multiple buildings or array locations.
To accommodate excessive distance across a solar array.
To split arrays across a site into Multiple Switchboards.

Design Considerations for Determining the Number of Envoys
•
•
•

Minimum number of microinverters that report to an Envoy-S Metered is one.
Use Multiple Envoys in installations where the number of microinverters exceeds 600.
A PV load centre should have one Envoy-S Metered per load centre.

When to Install More than One Envoy-S Metered for Systems with Fewer than
600 Microinverters
Often in commercial sites, the solar PV arrays may be installed on across a number of locations (e.g.,
separate buildings), each with their own AC switchboard. Using multiple Envoys in this installation
type enables more flexibility in wiring and simplifies the design.
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Multiple Envoy-S Metered Full Export Design Example
•

•

•

•

•
•

Two Envoys are
installed. This is
required due to
location of sub-boards
on site.
Distance between
arrays is too great for
a single Envoy-S
Metered to
communicate to all
microinverters across
the site. Thus, a
second Envoy-S
Metered is required.
Each Envoy-S
Metered is located
adjacent to a PV load
centre.
Each PV load centre
must be located within
50 meters of each
array location.
One line filter per
envoy installed for
PLC.
Consumption CTs not
installed.

Correct Design with Multiple Envoys
CT Metering with Multiple Envoys
Where multiple Envoys are installed, consumption CT metering in some cases may not be feasible.
The following scenarios must be considered:
Envoys do not communicate to other envoys. Consumption data from one envoy does not calculate
correctly if it is not measuring all of the solar production across the entire site.
If consumption data is required, each Envoy on site can measure ONLY the consumption load at the
distribution board point where the solar pv generation supplies into.

Communications
The set of microinverters an Envoy-S Metered communicates with is termed the communications
domain. For all Envoys at a site to communicate well, you must protect the communications domain
for each Envoy-S Metered from inter-Envoy cross talk. Achieve protection (PLC attenuation) using line
filters.
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Line Filters
Line filters attenuate/reduce unwanted noise on an AC cabling system. They can also block PLC
signals.

When to use a Line Filter
Enphase recommends line filter installation on Commercial sites. Line filtering is recommended
where:
•
•
•

The site has a single Envoy-S Metered and export control is required.
The site has multiple Envoys.
Where large capacitive and inductive loads are present and provide substantial AC noise.

Recommended Design Guidelines When Selecting a Line Filter
•

•
•
•
•

Verify that the current rating of the filter meets the
current capacity of the total sum of all the
microinverters output at the PV load centre where the
line filter is located including temperature derating.
Check specifications to ensure a suitable location for
the installation as line filters vary in size and weight.
Enphase supplies the Radius Brand LCF-250-PC line
filter (rated to 250A) for commercial applications.
Schaffner FN3280 Type line filters, for example, may
be used for smaller applications. (Not supplied by
Enphase).
Four-pole filters are required, with strong
attenuation at the PLC frequencies of 100150kHz.

Example of the Radius LCF-250-PC
line filter (rated to 250A) available on
the Enphase pricelist.

Networking
Enlighten Monitoring
To enable remote monitoring, the Envoy-S Metered requires Internet access. Provide access via a
standard router or modem as the Internet access point.

Commercial Installation Recommendation
Enphase recommends using a direct Ethernet LAN cable connected between the Envoy-S Metered’s
Ethernet port and Internet access point.
The Envoy-S Metered connects automatically to the Internet using DHCP, but you can configure it to
use static IP addressing. Many commercial installation sites may have more complex IT environments
that require this.
There are many ways to connect the Envoy-S Metered to the Internet. Refer to the Envoy-S Metered
Communications Gateway Installation and Operation Manual for more details on connecting the
Envoy-S Metered into a networking environment.
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5. Grid Interconnection
The Electrical Distribution Network Service Provider (DNSP) provides interconnection requirements
and guidelines for commercial solar PV array installations onto the electrical distribution network. The
following devices and functionality may be required:

Network Protection Unit (NPU)
A Network Protection Unit is an aftermarket secondary anti-islanding and grid protection device often
required by Electrical DNSPs. The NPU contains programmable settings determined by the DNSP for
secondary protection of the Inverter Energy System (IES) connected to their network.
Typically, embedded generation pv systems over 30KVA are required to have an NPU.
If you use an NPU, you may be required to verify that the NPU is configured with the following
settings:
•

Under/over voltage

•

Under/over frequency

•

Vector shift

•

ROCOF - Rate of Change of Frequency

•

Phase protection

Check with the local DNSP and the Australian Standards on the existing protection requirements for
the installation site.
Check the local DNSP website for the latest embedded generation requirements document relevant to
the proposed the system size.
Relay Operation
An NPU can also be designed in conjunction with the three phase (primary protection) Q Relay to
control all microinverter circuits for primary protection. This method can simplify the installation of
components into the PV load centre. The Enphase three phase Q Relay (3P Q-RELAY-3P-IN) is
required for all microinverter circuits.
Refer to Appendix for SLD design examples including Q Relays.
If an NPU is required, this should be included into the AC electrical design. Refer to Appendix for SLD
design examples including NPU.

Zero Export
A DNSP may require zero export in some locations and under certain conditions (e.g., large PV
system). Zero export is achieved though following the correct design principles as described within
this guide. Refer to Power Export Limiting.
Refer to the relevant electrical distribution authority (DNSP) for more information on interconnection
requirements and compliance.

Reactive Power Control (RPC)
Reactive Power Control (RPC), or Power Factor Correction, may be a requirement by a DNSP at the
installation site. Where RPC is required, IQ microinverters have adjustable power factor capability.

Single Line Diagrams (SLD)
SLDs are often required with a PV generation application by the DNSP. Confirm the interconnection
requirements with the relevant DNSP for the installation site. (Refer to SLD Examples.)
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Appendices
Design Review
Enphase’s in-house team of Engineering professionals can help with your commercial design project.
Speak to your sales account manager about receiving design support or contact our support team.

Information Required to Begin a Design Review
To receive a comprehensive design review from Enphase, provide an electrical schematic of the
proposed electrical system including the following project details and electrical specifications:
•

Mechanical layout
− Installation site plan
− Number of modules and specification
− Layout of arrays
− Structural mounting integrity
− Site shade paths
− Keep-out areas (e.g., avoiding air conditioners)
− Setbacks (e.g., edge of roof zones)
− Site access (e.g., access to arrays for maintenance, etc.)

•

Electrical layout
− Location(s) of isolators
− Location(s) of solar supply switches
− PV module specifications
− Mechanical layout of the solar arrays
− Electrical switchboard layout at the site
− Electrical schematic

•

Any other special considerations that may impact the design and/or installation

Please email your inquiry to support_au@enphaseenergy.com.

Links to Product Information
Technical briefs can be found on the Enphase website
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Solar Array Load Centre Example
Enphase Distributors may also supply pre-built sub-boards for your projects.
Example 1: Less than 30KVA. Example of a pre-configured sub-board for a project less than
30KVA.

Envoy-S-WM-230

Main
Switch

Envoy
Circuit

25A PV
Circuit

25A PV
Circuit

Q-RELAY-3P-INT
Q-RELAY-3P-INT

Solar Production CTs
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Example 2: Greater than 30KVA. Example of a pre-configured sub-board for a project greater than
30KVA.
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Design Examples: Location examples of PV load centres and line filters

Example 1: Full export multiple Envoys

Example 2: Export limited single Envoy

Single Line Drawing Examples
Download example SLDs representing a system design with Enphase Microinverters:
Typical Enphase SLD for systems Less than 30 kVA
Typical Enphase SLD for systems 30 kVa to 99.99 kWp

Export Limiting Design Checklist
Link to a design checklist for installations that require export limiting: Design Checklist.
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